Character Education

Word of the Month

-September-

Responsibility reliability, dependability answerable or accountable, as for something within one's power, control, or management

-October-

Respect to treat with consideration, heed notice, consider, note, defer to, honor, regard, uphold

-November-

Citizenship the state of being vested with the rights, privileges, and duties of a citizen, demonstrating loyalty to ones country
Character Education

Word of the Month

-December-

**Caring** - to be concerned or solicitous; have thought or regard, empathy and understanding for a person or animal

-January-

**Integrity** - adherence to moral and ethical principles; soundness of moral character; honesty.

-February-

**Honesty** - demonstrating truthfulness the quality or fact of being honest; uprightness and fairness
Character Education

Word of the Month

-March-

**Sportsmanship** - sportsmanlike conduct, as fairness, courtesy, being a gracious loser

-April-

**Trustworthiness** - deserving of trust or confidence; dependable; reliable

-May-

**Perseverance** - steady persistence in a course of action, a purpose, a state, especially in spite of difficulties, obstacles, or discouragement
Character Education

Word of the Month

-June-

**Self-control** - demonstrating control or restraint of oneself or one's actions, feelings, etc

-July-

**Patriotism** - devoted love support, and defense of one's country; national loyalty